EARNED
RECOGNITION SCHEME
Achieve Earned Recognition Status
with Key2
Jaama’s multi award-winning Key2 Fleet and Asset
Management software is an approved IT system for
the DVSA Earned Recognition Scheme.
The scheme is designed for vehicle operators of all
sizes to help reduce the number of roadside stops and
checks by DVSA enforcement officers.

Digital Vehicle System
Operators need to have an IT system such as Key2
to measure themselves against a set of defined key
performance indicators (KPIs) and electronically
report this directly to the DVSA.


Key2 enables operators to create, store and
manage compliance data



View real-time status of DVSA KPI’s with an
interactive dashboard



Drivers can complete defect checklists via Jaama’s
integrated MyVehicle App, which removes
paperwork and manual intervention

Automatically send KPI information to the DVSA
database which includes data captured from:


Walk-around vehicle inspection checks



Servicing



MoT’s

The information recorded in Key2 will demonstrate to
the DVSA that fleets are practicing robust and timely
compliance practices.

EARNED
RECOGNITION SCHEME
Save Time and Money
By utilising Key2 and sharing data with the DVSA you will significantly reduce routine
roadside inspections, which will save you time and money.


Reduce the risk of delayed customer deliveries and subsequent penalties



Less roadside checks, increasing productivity from available driver hours

Defect Reporting


Key2 has a robust defect reporting system replacing existing defect log books



Key2 retains a full auditable history of defect and maintenance rectification as
recommended by DVSA.



Recording of rectification work is entered once which automatically updates vehicle
maintenance history, the defect and the planning schedule.

Benefits for Vehicle Operators
By joining the Earned Recognition Scheme vehicle operators will be able to:


Prove they’re an exemplary operator, which can help when they bid for contracts and
raise their profile with potential customers



Use the DVSA earned recognition marque in their marketing and publicity, showing
they’re serious about road safety



Have their details shown on GOV.UK, so people know they’ve achieved the high
standards needed to join the scheme

How to Get Started


Must operate a robust, electronic, compliance
management system that keeps an audit of
vehicle maintenance, such as Key2



You need to have held an Operator’s Licence for at
least two years



You should not have had any regulatory action/s
by a traffic commissioner in the last two years

VALIDATED IT SUPPLIER FOR THE
EARNED RECOGNITION SCHEME

Switching software supplier or procuring a new system has never been easier
For further information on why Jaama is the industry’s benchmark for quality and innovation and is recognised
as the most advanced software supplier in the market, and to arrange a demonstration of our software, please
contact us today.

 0844 8484 333

 enquiries@jaama.co.uk

www.jaama.co.uk

